K-means clustering is widely used for exploratory data analysis. While its dependence on initialisation is wellknown, it is common practice to assume that the partition with lowest sum-of-squares (SSQ) total i.e. within cluster variance, is both reproducible under repeated initialisations and also the closest that k-means can provide to true structure, when applied to synthetic data. We show that this is generally the case for small numbers of clusters, but for values of k that are still of theoretical and practical interest, similar values of SSQ can correspond to markedly different cluster partitions. This paper extends stability measures previously presented in the context of finding optimal values of cluster number, into a component of a 2-d map of the local minima found by the k-means algorithm, from which not only can values of k be identified for further analysis but, more importantly, it is made clear whether the best SSQ is a suitable solution or whether obtaining a consistently good partition requires further application of the stability index. The proposed method is illustrated by application to five synthetic datasets replicating a real world breast cancer dataset with varying data density, and a large bioinformatics dataset.
Background
Structure finding in large datasets is important in first line exploratory data analysis. Clustering methods are commonly used for this purpose and among them k-means clustering is widely used.
This has led to variations such as penalised and weighted k-means [1] and in combination with other methods [2] . More complex approaches include hybrid hierarchical k-means clustering algorithms with fewer parameters to adjust [3] . All of these methods depart considerably from the standard implementations that are still of interest.
Practical applications may require the derivation of a partition of the data that is representative of the best achievable clustering performance of the algorithm. This solution should clearly be reproducible under repeated initialisations. However, it is well known that the k-means algorithm has guaranteed convergence only to a local minimum of a sum of squares objective function [4] , [5] , [6] , finding the global optimum is in general, NP-hard [7] . It is commonly assumed that it is sufficient to carry out a number of random initialisations followed by selection of the best separated solution, for instance measured by the sum of square distances from cluster prototypes (SSQ). Various aspects of this process, from the choice of separation measures to the best number of clusters, k, are guided by heuristic methods, reviewed in more detail later in this section.
It is perhaps surprising that as widely used a method as the standard k-means algorithm does not have published, to our knowledge, a systematic assessment of whether it is always the case that the best SSQ suffices. We will show that while this is generally the case, as the number of clusters, k, increases within a range of practical interest, solutions with SSQ very close to the optimal value for that value of k can be substantially different from each other. This requires identification of a procedure to draw a single partition set which is both well-separated and stable, in the sense that a very similar solution will be found by repeating the whole procedure from the beginning. This is not to say that there is a unique best solution. Rather, the intention is to reproduce convergence to within a set of data partitions which is mutually consistent and similarly well associated with the data structure. The test that is applied is to measure the internal consistency of the clustering solutions obtained for a given value of k. A synthetic data set will be used to evaluate the reliability of the proposed method.
Recent comprehensive reviews of the k-means algorithm [4] , [5] , [6] do not describe any prescriptive method that is empirically demonstrated to consistently return a clustering solution well associated with the known data structure, nor do they confirm the reliability of the method empirically by repeated mechanistic application to the same data set.
Historically, the motivation for the k-means algorithm included minimising variance in stratified sampling [8, 9] . This defines a sum-of-squares objective function consisting of the within-cluster variance of the sample, for which a convergent algorithm was later defined [10] by iterating two main stages -definition of prototypes and allocation of continuous data to each prototype. The prototypes assume special status by virtue of achieving a local optimum for the sample variance. Further optimisation beyond convergence of the batch algorithm is possible using on-line updates [11] . This is the clustering method used throughout in this paper. These two stages remain the core of generalised k-means procedures [4] . They were linked to maximum likelihood estimation by Diday and Schroeder [4] and, for model-based clustering, can be optimised with the EM algorithm [12] . The structure of the method can also be extended with the use of kernels [13] and it can be also applied to discrete data [14] .
The ill-posed nature of the optimisation task in the standard algorithm [4] [5] [6] invites more specific guidance in the selection of solutions. An obvious first step is to choose the solution with the best empirical value of the objective function. The link with maximum likelihood points to non-optimality of the global minimum of the objective function for the purpose of recovering the underlying structure of the data, consistent with the finding that simple minimization of the objective function can lead to suboptimal results [15, 16] .This has led to departures from the standard algorithm to specify the choice of initial prototypes [16] and to impose order relationships on the data using adjacency requirements [15] . When attempting to sample a single partition set from the numerous local minima, two indicators may be of use. The first one is to measure the separation between clusters, which relates to a diagnostic test for when a partition set can be trusted [16] .
The second indicator is the stability of cluster partitions in relation to each other [17] .This is the closest work to the proposed method, albeit focusing on the choice of number of prototypes, k, with the conjecture that the correct number of clusters will result in an improvement in between-cluster stability, estimated by sub-sampling the data. While we query the definition of the consistency index from a statistical point of view, we have verified this conjecture when applied to multiple random initialisations of the complete data set and suggest this approach as a guide to the choice of cluster number, reflecting the view that ''when dividing data into an optimal number of clusters, the resulting partition is most resilient to random perturbations" [4] . This work is among several relating to the application of stability measures to clustering [18, 19] but they do not provide specific guidance for the selection of partitions.
The paper therefore proposes and evaluates a practical and straightforward framework to guide the application of k-means clustering, with the property that multiple applications of the framework result in very similar clustering solutions with clearly defined optimality properties, even in the presence of complex data structures containing anisotropic and contiguous clusters, as well as high dimensional data. Application of the framework to the datasets gives a measure of the performance of the framework. To this aim, we specify the task to be the selection of a partition of the data i.e. into non-overlapping subsets, given a value of 'k' for the number of prototypes, by repeated application of the standard k-means algorithm. Therefore, this paper does not address ensemble and consensus methods or model-based extensions of the standard algorithm. Neither do we discuss the relative merits of different data representations by pre-processing, including dimensionality reduction and the choice of distance measure all of which strongly condition the solution space. These approaches represent deviations from the standard algorithm [11] , and so are outside the scope of the current paper.
The motivation for seeking a representative, stable clustering solution, with the standard k-means algorithm is the observation, from the decomposition of the objective function in terms of the principal eigenvalues of the data covariance matrix, that near-optimal solutions may be found, in which case they will be stable in the sense that any other 'good' partitions will be 'close' to them [7] . Yet, we show with our empirical results that the quality of clustering solutions can vary substantially both in measures of cluster separation and in the consistency from one random initialisation to the next. This is the case even when considering only well separated solutions.
From a more practical perspective, k-means based algorithms are commonly used in the sub-typing of diseases [20] or for the analysis of DNA microarray data [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] where it is commonly used to allow researchers to gain insights and a better understanding of gene similarity. Of importance in these studies is the stability of the solutions obtained, if the results are unstable, any inferences may change with an alternate run of the algorithm. Use of the framework generates a map of clustering solutions where the appearance of structure reveals the typical variation in cluster performance that can be obtained, offering guidance to when to stop sampling. Most importantly it does so using an efficient approach to stabilise the solutions even when applied to complex and challenging data.
It is important to distinguish between the two objectives: the selection of an appropriate value of k and the selection of a stable reproducible solution. The gross structure of the SeCo map of local minima makes a useful indicator of good choices for the assumed cluster number, k. The proposed framework therefore provides an empirical equivalent to the methodology proposed for density-based clustering by [25] , however the purpose of this paper is not to evaluate methods for determining the appropriate value of k.
More closely related to this paper is the concept of optimality of structure recovery and is naturally expressed in obtaining self-consistency when reproducing solutions. This leads to consideration of the stability of the partitions, for instance to guide consensus clustering [18] .
We formulate the following hypotheses:
i. Optimisation of the SSQ objective function by the k-means algorithm with on-line updates can result in significantly different solutions with SSQ values close to empirical minimum.
ii. Filtering SSQ values e.g. best 10% allows the degeneracy of similar SSQ values to be resolved by choosing the individual cluster partition with maximum value of the internal consistency index. This is shown to be a representative solution in the sense that it associates well with the data structure on a challenging synthetic data set; moreover, the solution is reproducible since repeated implementations of this procedure will identify very similar partitions.
Section 2 describes the proposed sampling procedures, section 3 introduces the dataset and results to validate the proposed sampling procedures for synthetic data, comprising a mixture of well-separated and overlapping cohorts of anisotropic multivariate normal distributions.
Methods
The joint optimisation of within-cluster separation and between-cluster stability requires suitable indices to measure these properties. In principle, any reasonable performance measures may be applied in the proposed framework. This study uses the objective function of k-means, the total within cluster sum of squares, defined as:
Where u i is the mean of the points in s i . There are several indices of agreement between pairs of cluster labelling, such as cosine similarity and the Jaccard coefficient [17] .In the statistical literature there are also inter-rater agreement measures for known labels, such as Cohen's Kappa index. In order to avoid the need for an oracle to set a nominally correct number of clusters [26] a generic index of association, of concordance, must apply to data partitions whose inherent labels are not known in advance, should be normalized and not strongly dependent on the marginal frequencies in each cluster partition [27] and preferably apply to comparisons between partitions with different numbers of clusters. A suitable measure is the Cramérs V-index of concordance [28] . This is a statistical test score to measure the strength of association between two data partitions of the same data set. For a cross-tabulation of n observations representing a partition into p rows and another as q columns, treated as a contingency table with expected entries E pq for independent cluster allocations and observed values O pq , the extent to which one cluster partition predicts the other (i.e. the association between them) is measured by
where,
An alternative statistical measure of agreement between two partition sets, and also considered, is the Adjusted Rand Index of Hubert and Arabie (ARI-HA) [29] . The measure was adjusted to avoid over inflation due to correspondence between two partitions arising from chance. The Cramérs V-index and ARI-HA have a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.99, higher than the value 0.95 between the Cramérs V-index and both the unadjusted ARI of Morey and Agresti and the Jaccard index [29] .This shows that the two statistical indices are closely related, though not identical, with even better correlation for better correspondence between partitions.
For a given data set, algorithm and assumed number of clusters k, the following methodology is proposed:
i. Apply the cluster partition algorithm to a sample of size N total of cluster initialisations, each seeded with k randomly selected points sampled from the full data set i.e. the standard initialisation for k-means ii. Sort by separation score and select a fraction f by ranked score of ΔSSQ, defined as the difference between Total Sum of Squares and the Within Cluster Sum of Squares for a particular solution, returning a working sample of cluster partitions N sample = N total *fin number iii. Calculate the N sample *(N sample -1)/2pair wise concordance indices C V for the selected cluster partitions and return the median value med(CV) of all pair wise concordance indices for each partition iv. The Separation and Concordance (SeCo) map comprises the 2-dimensional coordinates (ΔSSQ, med(CV)) for the selected cluster partitions. v. Once the landscape of cluster partitions has been mapped using the SeCo map, where there is a spread of solutions with similar ΔSSQ, choose the solutions with the highest value of med(CV).
As the assumed number of partitions, k, is increased, the map generates a scatter of points with increasing ΔSSQ, but with a distribution of med(C V ) that shows the stability of each assumed number of clusters, when fitting the data structure within the constraints of the particular clustering algorithm.
In this paper the total number of initialisations was taken to be 500 and through experimentation, presented in the next section, it is demonstrated that only the top decile by separation need be retained, resulting in a working sample size N sample = 50 for each value of the assumed cluster number k for general purposes. These parameters can be varied, the total sample size being required to be sufficient for a clear group structure to emerge among the cluster solutions in the SeCo map, while retaining a small enough fraction of the total initialisations to avoid cluttering the map.
Two additional measures are used to evaluate the performance of each method, Accuracy, the proportion of correctly classified objects, and Affinity, a measure of how often a data point is allocated to a particular cohort. Affinity is therefore a row level indicator and is calculated by taking a set of solutions and for each row determining the highest proportion for which an element is assigned to a particular cohort, the mean value of this forms an overall indicator of how often data points swap cohorts for the whole dataset.
Results

Artificial data
The framework was applied to five synthetic datasets, each of which was produced using identical distributions of three variables, with varying density. The largest dataset comprised 10,000 data points, and the smallest 500, with the intention to replicate real-world scenarios where small datasets are used to evaluate larger populations. The data were sampled in sets of 10000, 5000, 2500, 1000 and 500 data points randomly sampled from a mixture of 10 multivariate normal distributions whose mean vectors and covariance matrices are presented in Table 1 . The parameter settings were chosen to replicate a real world breast cancer dataset [30] , using the three principle separation axes [31] , in particular combining separated and contiguous cohorts.
A schematic representation of the mixing structure among the synthetic data cohorts, using a multidimensional scaling [32] to set distances that mirror the pair wise mixing coefficients is shown in Figure 1 . The solid lines and dashed lines represent the mixing coefficients highlighted in Table 2 .
The sampling of an optimum solution from the conjoint space of separation and concordance is achieved by selecting the solution from the leading right edge of each solution set within the SeCo map. Application of the framework to the 10,000 dataset results in the Separation Concordance map shown in Figure 2 which shows highly aggregated performance for three clusters consistent with segmentation of the data along major axes.
An exact match between the original cohorts and the empirical cluster partitions is not expected because of the mixing and also due to the isotropic Euclidean metric which does not take account of the covariance structure of the data. Therefore instead of the original cohort allocation, k-means was applied to the dataset and repeated 500 times for k = 10 and the solution with the lowest SSQ chosen to provide the basis of the reference partition.
The cluster means of this reference partition were then taken, and k-means iterated to convergence on each of the smaller datasets using these centres as the initialisations. These form the reference partitions against which the agreement of empirical k-means solutions with a 'good partition' of the data will be measured.
Applying the framework to the largest of the datasets (10,000 data points) gives a SeCo map, such as that presented in Figure 2 . This shows the SeCo map for 500 runs of k-means for numbers of partitions in the range 2 to 15. The y-axis shows the ΔSSQ and the x-axis the Internal Median CV, which is the median of all the pairwise Cramérs' V calculations for each solution.
This SeCo map shows there is a wide range of potential solutions for high values of k and that there is substantial variation in values with similar SSQ. As the value of k increases, the variation in the solutions increases, and for k> = 8, we see a drift to the left on the x-axis as solutions become less and less internally consistent. Even for lower values of k there are particular solutions which have much lower median concordance with the other solutions, such as for k = 4 and k = 5.
Cardiotocography data
The cardiotocography dataset [33, 34] comprises 2126 foetal cardiotocograms for which automatic processing has been applied. These measurements were classified by experts and two consensus classification labels applied to each with respect to morphologic pattern and foetal state. Consequently the data has both three and ten cohorts which could be used to evaluate performance.
Evaluation of this dataset was performed using the 10 class underlying partition however no reference partition was derived as with the artificial data, given the purpose is to evaluate performance in a real-world scenario. This dataset is known to be difficult for the k-means algorithm to correctly partition, and for the ten cohort solution, a previous study has obtained around 40% [35] . For this experiment, the data were scaled to values between 0 and 1, and the equivalent measure of accuracy (mean and standard deviation of the proportion of correctly classified objects over 100 runs) for the single measure (SSQ alone) approach was 37% (s.d. 1.69) and for the dual measure (SSQ, CV) 38% (0.20). For the single and dual Table 1 Means and covariance matrices for generating the components of the artificial dataset.
Mean
Covariance Matrix (i,j) Applying the framework gives the SeCo map shown in Figure 3 , upon inspection it is clear that for low numbers of clusters, k = 2 to k = 5 there is minimal variation between the top 10% of solutions. For values of k between 6 and 8, there is still minimal variation in the solutions, although the six cohort solution separates into two similarly performing groups. Increasing k further, we can see for k = 9, there is substantial variation and a drop in the relative performance of the solutions, although this recovers for k = 10, the natural number of solutions. Beyond this a continued drop is seen in the overall performance of solutions in conjunction with increasing variance. 
Thresholding the objective function
Applying a threshold to the ΔSSQ values, such that only the top 10% of values are considered, i.e. the best separated solutions, gives the SeCo map as shown in Figure 4 . This shows that even within the top 10% of values based on the total Within Cluster Sum of Squares, there are large variations in the solutions, as k goes above 8 partitions. More importantly, these values of SSQ are largely the same, so the selection of a best solution using SSQ as a metric alone is prone to variation when repeated. Evaluating the SeCo map with the objective of selecting a potential solution, it appears that the best candidate solutions are k = 8, k = 9 and k = 10, based on their high internal consistency (all having a median CV > 0.95), and the solutions being tightly grouped together in the map. To highlight the importance of thresholding, Figure 4 concentrates on these three partition sizes: Figure 5(a) showing a threshold of 10%, 5(b) 30%, 5(c) 70% and 5(d) no threshold. Inspecting the four maps, it is clear that using a threshold exposes the true underlying partitions of the data, evidenced by the improving consistency in the maps as the threshold is tightened.
Having identified internally consistent partitions of the data for each value of k, it is now possible to trace a pathway through the solution space to visualise the structural stability of the data. Figure 6 shows the partition tree of the solutions for k = 2 to k = 10, where the movement of the data between different partitions is observed, allowing the changing structure of the data as k increases to be visualised. The following observations are noted:
• The well separated cohort (number 8 in Figure 1 ) separates from the other cohorts as early as the three partition solution, and remains separated in all solutions.
• For values of k below 7, the cohort structure is stable, whereby an increase in k results in one or more existing cohorts dividing to produce the new cohort. • For partition sets with values of k higher than 8, there is substantial intermixing of the cohorts Given the strong mixing between the original cohort pairs, these results are consistent with the original cohort structure, as described in Figure 1 .
Benchmarking results
The benchmarking was performed to compare the reproducibility of SSQ alone with that of the SeCo framework, using two measures of performance, as the underlying data becomes increasingly sparse. This is achieved by applying k-means to each of the five artificial datasets (10000, 5000, 2500, 1000 and 500 data points, respectively) and the Cardiotocography dataset 500 times, selecting the solution with the best SSQ and the solution that the framework highlights as being optimal. Solutions for k = 8, k = 9 and k = 10 were selected and compared against the reference partitions previously generated. This process was repeated 100 times, such that the reproducibility and stability of each method could be compared.
Three indicators are used to evaluate the dual measure against the single measure approach, the Cramérs' V statistic is calculated for each of the solutions against a reference partition, which gives a performance measure. The accuracy of the clustering is calculated using the proportion of correctly classified results, and finally a stability indicator, Affinity is calculated, which provides information about the frequency with which individual data points swap cohorts. Figure 7 shows the performance of SSQ alone (Figure 7a ) and the result from the framework approach (Figure 7b ), for 10,000 data points, on each plot the red line corresponds with k = 10, the blue with k = 9 and the black with k = 8. These values are the Cramérs' V statistic against the reference partition derived earlier. Confidence intervals are not applied in the plot for clarity purposes, however upper and lower bounds can be seen in the description for each plot.
These show that for k = 10, SSQ performs well, obtaining near perfect concordance with the reference partition, however in approximately ten per cent of cases, it performs less well, and instead of having concordance of ≈ 1, it is possible for the concordance to drop to ≈ 0.85. For k = 9, a more marked variation in the results occurs, with the best case obtaining ≈ 0.925 in 5% of cases, for approximately 30% of solutions the concordance drops to between 0.8 and 0.85, with the remainder settling at ≈ 0.875. For eight partitions there is little variation in the concordance with the reference partition for most results. This is expected as the SeCo map indicates that for k = 8 the solutions are highly consistent.
Using the SeCo Framework, in Figure 7b , the performance profile is different, with the solutions exhibiting high levels of consistency throughout. For k = 9, all the solutions perform equally well, and whilst there is no longer the higher peak of 5% of solutions, neither is there the dramatically reduced concordance for 30% of Figure 5 Separation Concordance maps using varying thresholds for synthetic data. Separation Concordance map for three values of k: 8, 9 and 10, respectively with varying thresholds. Figure: results. k = 8 shows the same concordance as before, which again is to be expected and corresponds with the amount of variation between solutions indicated by the SeCo map. For k = 10, the results are again consistent, however not showing a drop in concordance in the last 5% of cases seen before. Figure 8 to Figure 11 show the same plots for datasets of size 5000 to 500 respectively, showing how the performance against the reference dataset applies as data density is reduced. Similar patterns are shown here where using a single measure for selecting the best solution shows variation against the reference partition not observed with the solution selected using a stability measure as well as a separation measure.
For 5000 and 2500 data points as shown in Figure 8  and 9 , the observations continue to hold, with there Figure 6 Partition tree highlighting inter-cluster structure. Hierarchical chart of cluster solutions, arrows show movement of data points within the cohorts as the value of k increases (from left to right), lines were not indicated where the movement comprised less than 10% of the originating cohort, for clarity purposes. being a degradation in the performance of those solutions selected using just SSQ when compared to those selected with a stability measure.
In Figure 10 , for the 1000 point dataset, where k = 9 there is a drop in stability for approximately 10% of solutions, not seen for the solutions chosen by the framework. For k = 10, solutions selected by SSQ exhibit a stable profile, but with higher concordance than the solutions from the framework. Figure 11 shows that with a very sparse dataset of 500 points there is a clear difference between the performance of the solutions for k = 9, which is the reverse of the observation for k = 10 with the 1000 point dataset. For SSQ, over 90% of the results are below 0.9 concordance, with the framework solutions, having over 90% of results above 0.9 concordance.
Looking now at the cardiotocography dataset, the same method of visualisation is used to assess performance of the solutions, where each of the 100 iterations is compared against the known partition of the data. The results for this are shown in Figure 12 where again the solutions for k = 8, 9 and 10 are visualised, the red line corresponds with k = 10, the blue with k = 9 and the black with k = 8. Figure 12(a) shows the performance of the 100 chosen solutions for the SSQ measure alone, and Figure 12 (b) shows the performance for the dual measure approach. As was seen with the artificial data, the dual measure approach has a more stable profile, and whilst there is deterioration of the solutions beyond the top twenty solutions, this is a step change of approximately 2%, when compared to the drop of roughly 6% for the single measure approach.
Of note is that there is a continuous degradation in performance for this dataset for each value of k for the single measure whereas for the dual measure the profile is far more stable. For both sets of solutions k = 8 has a flat trajectory and produces largely the same solution, and it is interesting to note that for the SSQ values approximately 20% of both the k = 9 and k = 10 solutions would fall below the lower confidence interval for this line, unlike the dual measure where only the k = 10 line would drop below this level and then for much less than 5% of solutions. Table 3 shows the accuracy and affinity for each of the six datasets mentioned here, the comparisons here are all for the 10 cohort solutions as to measure accuracy the contingency table against the underlying solution must be square. The mean and standard deviation of the classification accuracy for the same 100 runs above are shown along with the mean affinity. Use of the framework should result in an expected improvement in the stability of solutions, i.e. the standard deviation. This is shown to be the case for all six datasets where the standard deviation for the dual measure approach is an order of magnitude lower in four of the six cases, and less than half in the remaining two. Equivalent accuracy is returned in four of the six datasets with an improvement in one, for the 1000 dataset accuracy is lower, but this falls in line with previous observations reported above. Comparable affinity is observed for three of the six datasets, with substantially better results for the cardiotocography and 2,000 artificial dataset.
Current best practice of using SSQ to select a single kmeans partition set from many, is shown here to perform less consistently than might be expected, and repeated application of this metric has significant potential to produce a sub-optimal result. By contrast using a stability measure in conjunction with SSQ has been shown to perform consistently and aside from a particular result, the pattern is stable, in that using the stability measure in conjunction with the separation measure improves the stability and reproducibility for obtaining a solution when using k-means. In eleven of the twelve benchmark comparisons the SeCo framework performed equivalently to or better than selecting the solution with the lowest SSQ alone.
Conclusions
A framework is proposed for combining two performance measures, one for intra-cluster separation and the other to measure inter-cluster stability, which guides the sampling of a single partition after repeated random initialisations of the standard k-means algorithm. It is shown that mechanistic application of the proposed method returns very well associated cluster solutions for each cluster number, especially relevant for data where well-separated cluster partitions can show weak association, reflecting poor correspondence in the sense of a contingency table comparing cluster membership, quantified by the concordance index, among clusters with high values of the separation index.
A bioinformatics and multiple synthetic datasets have shown that the sampled solutions are consistently good in their agreement with the known recoverable data structure. Repeated application of the framework to both the synthetic and real-world data show that the performance of the dual measure approach in general better than that of a single metric. This illustrates the main contribution of the paper, namely to show how consistently good clustering solutions can be sampled from the local minima generated by repeated random initialisation, through the use of a visualisation map of the relative performance of each local minimum compared with the rest. The result is to move away from the currently accepted reliance on optimal cluster separation alone, since this can result in unnecessary variation in cluster composition as measured by the cluster stability measures and, furthermore, is shown empirically to be less associated with the known data structure.
Of great importance for bioinformatics is the need for consistent assignment of individuals to a single cluster, the dual measure approach shows a greater likelihood of obtaining stable partitions both in terms of gross structure and also the affinity of individual elements to particular cohorts.
The correlation of co-occurrence of score pairs in the SeCo map with useful choices of cluster number confirm the merits of the stability-based principles outlined in [17] but refines and extends the definition and application of this approach. It is conjectured that the framework will extend to generalised k-means procedures, including the use of medoids for continuous data and k-modes for discrete data.
Further work will use pairwise concordance measures to identify core and peripheral cluster composition, with the aim of obtaining quantitative measures of confidence in cluster membership similar to silhouette diagnostics [25] but without the need for a parametric density-based approach. And also to evaluate selection of optimal k within the structure of the framework compared to existing methods such as the gap statistic [36] .
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